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SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
Why choose us to transport your pupils?

Welcome to Durham
City Travel
We are part of the Coach1 Group and sister
company to JH Coaches and Thirlwell’s Coaches
based in Tyneside.
This collaboration brings together decades of
knowledge and experience. DC Travel is built upon
a passion for the coach industry where customer
satisfaction and excellence takes priority. Our fleet
comprises of 16 to 89 seater modern luxury
coaches, immaculately presented and well
maintained. Andy Darvill is Managing Director of
the business and with him, a team of staff with
proven experience working within the Durham
coach industry. The team of professional drivers and
operations staff are on hand to assist you with any
questions you may have, our aim is to provide you
with a first class service and an unforgettable
journey.
Please like and follow us on our Facebook Page
where we will share regular posts and news
updates.
Let the journey begin…….
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Cost Eﬀective
Transport
At DC Travel, we understand School Transport. We identify
two key factors that we know are a priority when dealing with
this type of transportation…

SAFETY
- AFFORDABILITY
-

Our extensive fleet has a wide range of vehicles. This allows
us to give our client base options in price and vehicle type to
help suit their budget, whilst also providing an excellent
service.
For example looking at the images to our right is an idea of
one of many 73 seat standard double deck buses we have in
our fleet. This type of vehicle has huge capacity and is perfect
for local transport with features that includes lap belts,
comfortable seating, cctv, fast loading, wheelchair access and
lowering suspension. In addition the buses large size makes it
perfect to maintain social distancing. You can receive a quote
for these vehicles for as little as £2 per head!!
We know they may not be the most appealing when in
comparison to our executive coaches. However these are
maintained to a very high standard and include all the safety
features you would expect when transporting children. Their
capacity, features and size make them perfect for School
transport!

DC Travel

Finding the vehicle
to suit your need…
Let us do the work.
We identify the right vehicle for the job both operationally and
its affordability for the school. We wouldn’t want to allocate a
double deck bus if your school transport requires a long
distance journey to London for example. Similarly if you require
a large quantity of the school transporting to a sports day or
somewhere of the likes, we would not provide our small vehicles.
You would expect our largest capacity vehicles to move the
pupils in a cost effective manor!
We are always willing to go that extra mile to identify ways to
keep your prices down. For example If we have availability to
operate your hire with a vehicle/driver already on the road then
we will do so. This way the drivers wage will be shared between
the jobs rather than allocating a standalone driver or vehicle
increasing costs. In addition as we have a large operation
compare to other local operators, this means we have more
opportunities for this to be possible.
We will always try to save your school

£££ wherever we can!

Safety
Where your children’s safety comes
first…
All Vehicles have seatbelt, lap belts or
three point belts.
Our drivers are DBS enhanced checked
and presented in smart DC Travel
uniform.
We have a modern fleet of coaches
ranging from 16 to 89 seaters.
Our fleet is safety inspected every six
weeks which includes a rolling road
brake test.
Vehicles are checked and signed for
before departing the depot.

Vehicles are checked and signed for
before departing the depot.
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Types of trips…
At DC Travel, we offer professional
school travel services for a wide variety
of destinations. From museum visits to
foreign exchange holidays, you can rest
assured the children will have a safe
and pleasurable journey. Safety is of
paramount importance to us, that's why
our vehicles undergo stringent safety
checks before each journey. Our drivers
are highly qualified and experienced
and in addition to their PCV license they
are all regularly CRB checked.
What we offer...
- School trips and museum visits
- Theatre trips
- Foreign exchange holidays
- UK travel
- Educational trips
- Regular school morning and afternoon
transport
- Regular school swimming transport
- Journey planning and school travel
arrangements Contact us for more information about
how we can tailor our services to meet
your requirements.
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As an additional service, we offer help
with your travel arrangements. Apart
from providing transport, we can book
venues and admissions for you, organise
hotel accommodation and arrange
refreshments. If the trip is overseas, we'll
book and manage the ferry crossings so
you don't need to worry about it.

We are one of the main competitors of
contracted school transport in the
County Durham area, we pride
ourselves on being cost effective whilst
providing a high standard of coaches
and excellent customer service. If you
would like to discuss your contracted
school transport, just give us a call.
Andy Darvill, Managing Director

DC Travel

Case Study
•Inclusive package

Last December we completed a fantastic first season working with
Mendes Management providing dedicated local school transport to
their pantomime production of Cinderella held at The Exchange
Theatre, North Shields. We successfully transported over 6,300 pupils
to the production and all the children had an amazing time!
We were to be working in cooperation once again on this years
production of "Beauty and the Beast". However due to COVID 19 it
looks like the show may be cancelled!
School performances SOLD OUT last year which shows just how
popular this package was!

•Affordable
•Entertainment
•Safe
•Within a budget

This is just one example of the service we can provide.
Christmas pantomimes possibly won’t be happening this year so
perhaps we can offer something else! We can identify a place of
interest for school children to go which includes an inclusive package of
transport safely and entertainment all within a budget!

